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COMPONENTS (STACC)

Noel P. Elliott Barbara Nostrand William Valentine
Richard Gonyea Ike Orlowski

ABSTRACT

The Standard Telemetry and Command Components (STACC) were conceived by NASA
for use on the Multimission Modular Spacecraft. The components have wider application,
however, and already are being considered for many other spacecraft.

A programmable Central Unit controls Remote Interface Units via a full duplex data bus,
providing data acquisition and command distribution capability throughout the spacecraft.
The Central Unit can meet any uplink, time code, and format requirements without
hardware changes. Each remote unit can acquire any type of data (serial digital, bi-level,
analog, or passive analog) on any channel. A third type of unit is an optional interface
providing I/O capability to an on-board computer.

The protocols used on the 1Mbps data bus are compatible with MSFC’s “Standard
Interfaces for Digital Data, Multiplex Serial Data Acquisition and Distribution Systems
(SIDD/MSDADS Standard)”. The bus design saves significant harness weight and
simplifies the single point ground and isolation approaches.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA Standard Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS) became a reality this year,
with the first of many MMS spacecraft being integrated now at GSFC. This system,
available to a variety of users throughout the next decade, dramatically reduces the cost-
per-pound of flying most payloads. It also spawned development of a programmable
telemetry and command subsystem that reduces cost-per-channel for many spacecraft.
More significantly, this subsystem is a step toward an integrated on-board communications



network, of which the telemetry and command functions are merely “subscribers”.

The MMS has been described elsewhere in the literature (Ref. 1 & 2), and its
Communications and Data Handling Module has been described at this conference, both in
concept (Ref. 3) and as implemented (Ref. 4). This paper focuses on a stand-alone
subsystem of the C&DH, the programmable NASA Standard Telemetry and Command
Components (STACC). Most users in the scientific and engineering communities will
interface with the STACC remotes. Therefore, this paper only sketches the capabilities of
the Central Unit and the computer interface, but presents the RIU interfaces in detail.

STACC SYSTEM

The STACC system (Fig. 1) provides a flexible, modularly expandable Remote Interface
Unit (RIU) at any spacecraft location that requires command distribution and/or data
acquisition. A microcontroller-based Central Unit (CU) issues command and telemetry
instructions to the RIU’s, receives their data samples, and then inserts them into a PCM
downlink and/or transmits them to an on-board computer. The CU establishes command
and telemetry message opportunities on the Supervisory Line of the Multiplex Data Bus
(MDB) in a time-division multiplex fashion. There are virtually no restrictions on
sequencing of successive messages to a given RIU, as each command and telemetry
function is executed by independent segments of the RIU. Bus control can be tailored to
meet requirements of various applications.

Format Sources - For STACC, a “format memory” is a list of input channel addresses and
corresponding data handling instructions. (A given channel may be sampled in more than
one manner, e.g. bilevel, passive analog, and/or active analog.) The CU may have several
fixed and alterable formats for the TM output. Capability to dwell on any channel is also
provided, as well as capability for fixed and variable internal words (such as subframe ID,
sync code, vehicle time code word, STACC status, command count, command reject flag,
etc.). Three format sources for the telemetry output have been implemented to date:

1. A non-volatile memory which may be changed prior to launch via an access plate in
the CU housing. Depending on the application firmware, this memory may be
assigned to be one large format, or several commendable smaller ones, with or
without subcommutand supercommutation;

2. An optional RAM in the CU which may be loaded via the uplink or by an on-board
computer (OBC), on-board tape recorder, etc.;



Figure 1.  Typical STACC Application. Up to 31 pair of RI U’s may be
interconnected by a 100 ft. bus. The distances given are the design values,

and may be greater under certain conditions.

3. When greater format storage is required, the optional OBC may be used to store
preloaded formats and loadable formats, and even to generate new formats. (This
would allow, for instance, high rate computer service for diagnostics or automatic
orbital maneuvers.) The computer could downlink the new format if required.

A fourth source for the downlink format could be an additional memory module in the CU
and a fifth could be an external memory expander unit, easily adapted from the approach
described in Ref. 5.

Command Sources - Because the CU is applications-programmable, many command
sources are possible, such as TDRSS uplink, SGLS uplink, STDN uplink, tape-recorder,
Shuttle Data Management System, DSN uplink, OBC, external command storage memory
(a small one may be implemented in the CU’s RAM), etc. This flexibility is usually
achieved through use of a generalized interface module in the CU, which may be replaced
by a special purpose interface module where required. Commands coded for “real-time”
are distributed by the CU upon receipt, whereas stored commands, commands to the 



computer, etc. are steered appropriately. In the MMS, stored commands are forwarded to
an OBC.

Multiplex Data Bus - This serial bus consists of redundant Supervisory Lines and
redundant Reply Lines. Both are Bi0/ -L coded and operate at 1.024 Mbps. One of the
redundant Supervisory Lines is always active, transmitting 1MHz clock (string of Bi0/
“ones”) in all unused message opportunities. This continuous activity allows each RIU, via
an internal phase locked loop, to synchronize to the CU timing. The RIU’s distribute to the
users a clock that has accuracy equal to that of the CU’s 4.096 MHz reference oscillator.

Each supervisory message contains an illegal code and a sync bit, followed by an RIU
address, a message type code, the message, and a parity bit. Each RIU monitors the line
for the sync code and for its own address at all times. If the message type is a data request,
the addressed RIU transmits a data sample plus one header/sync bit over both Reply Lines
approximately 62µsec later. Otherwise, the Reply Line is inactive. Thus the CU recovers
clock and data from this line asynchronously. Sufficient margin is provided to account for
differences in the round trip delays caused by different RIU locations on the bus.

Computer Interface - If an OBC is being used, the CU can send it a copy of the telemetry
output. Further, certain command and/or telemetry message opportunities on the MDB
may be dedicated to the OBC’s own use. The CU would transmit the resulting data
samples to the OBC over a separate line. This data could be read by the ground via a
memory dump, as described below in the section on the STINT.

Capability - As indicated, the CU hardware modularity, its applications firmware, and the
RIU flexibility can provide a wide variety of capabilities. Table I shows the capability
which was tailored for the MMS application, and attempts to give an overview of some
other possible applications.

CENTRAL UNIT

The CU embodies Peter Campoli’s approach (Ref. 5) to a telemetry system that uses a
reprogrammable microcontroller to set up data transfers to/from relatively simple I/O
modules. Although this microprocessor operates asynchronously, its tasks are made
synchronous to the MDB activity, and to the downlink, by a continually running hardware
timer/task queuing device. Each task has its own software subroutine. This concept was
first implemented for telemetry functions only, on an NRL spacecraft. Messrs. P.
O’Sullivan and G. Wolrich extended the concept to include command and telemetry in a
modular unit for an Air Force spacecraft.



Table 1.  System Capabilities.

Function
Standard

MMS Application

With Modification

Firmware Mod. Only
Firmware Plus

Minor Hardware Mod.

I.  TELEMETRY

No. of Sources, max. 15,872 (31 fully expanded
RIU’s)

31,744 in a non-redundant
application

Open

Rate Selectable in 8 steps to
128 kbps

256 kbps, max. 512 kbps

Word Size 8 bits - 16 bits

Format • 128 words/minor frame
• 6 subcoms, each 128 words

deep

Arbitrary -

No. of Fixed
Formats, max.

2 (both use common subcoms) Up to 8 Arbitrary

No. of Flexible
Formats, max.

1 (128 words) - Add memory

No. of Sources
Addressed by one
Fixed Format, max.

890, including fixed words 1024 Add memory

No. of Sources
Addressed by OBC,
max.

15,812 31,624 Open

II. COMMAND

No. of SD Channels 248 (31 RIU’s) 496 in a non-redundant
application

1984

No. of Discrete
Channels

1922 available (two per RIU
are used internally)

3906 in a non-redundant
application

-

Uplink Rate 3 kbps, max. 10 kbps, redundant uplink
20 kbps, non-redundant uplink

256 kbps

Uplink Word Size 48 bits Arbitrary -

Uplink Format STDN;STDN/TDRSS SGLS;DSN Open

No. of Special
Commands

16 (4 are dedicated to STACC
functions)

- 512

A bi-polar microcontroller chip was used as the basis for the microprocessor module to
ensure performance in a wide variety of radiation environments. The CU architecture
(Fig. 2) was then optimized to improve task execution speed and to reduce power
consumption. Speed requirements were met by enhancing the architecture of the selected
chip and by using the CU internal bus structure shown. The resulting microprocessor



performs tasks faster than any other microprocessor currently available for spaceflight. The
large power requirements of bi-polar circuits necessitate that the microprocessor be power
strobed. Once a process has been initiated in one of the interface modules, the
microprocessor shuts down. Accordingly, a hardware executive is used to queue tasks for
execution, rather than, a traditional firmware executive.

Figure 2.  Central Unit Architecture. The microprocessor duty cycle is 
less than 60% with a typical 32KBPS downlink, 2KBPS uplink.

All simple high-rate tasks, such as parity generation, are performed by the interface
modules. Further, high rate inter-module communication is handled by direct link rather
than by the microcontroller. On the other hand, the spacecraft clock tasks and all tasks
which require formatting or decision capability are performed by the microcontroller.
Flexibility results because most tasks are accomplished by one or more interface modules
controlled by corresponding firmware modules (and both hardware and firmware are easily
modifiable). The key tasks are described on the next page.



Spacecraft Clock Functions - The CU contains a 4.096 MHz reference oscillator which
can serve as the spacecraft clock. An external oscillator may be selected by ground
command. The selected oscillator establishes the 1MHz MDB bit rate accuracy, which in
turn is preserved by a phase-locked loop in each RIU. Depending on the applications
firmware, the CU can generate a software vehicle time code word that is an arbitrary
number of bits long with resolution as fine as one millisecond. (Even finer resolution can
be achieved by a wiring change). For the MMS application, the spacecraft clock is 24 bits,
with 1 second resolution.

Command Processing - With the microprocessor, one is free to completely re-think the
approach to command processing. Consequently, little use was made of classical
approaches that limit command systems to specific applications. For instance, there is no
hardware shift register at the input. Each bit received over the hardware interface is tested
by a combination of edge detection, level detection, and firmware for validity (e.g.
presence or drop-out of receiver or demodulator reject signals; mutual S-tone, 0,1
exclusivity; etc.), then immediately placed into a software register. This task is initiated by
the bit’s arrival, so any bit rate (up to the maximum) can be supported. As validated bits
are assembled into a word, the software performs additional tests to detect errors as early
as possible (and also to flag them to the ground and re-initiate the command search.) For
MMS, these tests include spacecraft and CU address, 7-bit polynomial check code, and
48-bit word length. Synchronization is also software controlled; an 8-bit Barker code was
implemented for MMS. This code must precede every command string.

Command inputs may be NRZ-L or NRZ-M, pin selectable. The MMS application
firmware will automatically correct data that arrives logically complemented. Thirteen
lines are available on the existing command input module. The firmware defines them as
two redundant 5-line demodulator interfaces plus a 3-line hardline (test) interface. Each
CU of a redundant pair searches both demodulator interfaces for a valid command. If a
valid command is received from both demodulators at the same time, the CU selects one to
execute.

Generally, execution for the CU means steering a subset of the command word to either
the Supervisory Line transmitter or to the OBC, based on control bits in the command
data. The CU may also execute a small number of special commands directly. Generally,
these are configuration management commands used to select the active Supervisory Line,
internal or external spacecraft clock, which Reply Line to monitor, etc. They may be
detected and executed using a minimum of functioning circuitry and do not use the
spacecraft clock.

The MMS uplink bit rate is 2kbps. Higher rates could be supported. If the CU is
commanded to a mode in which it is dedicated to processing a single, non-redundant



command input, then a bit rate of approximately 20 kbps could be supported. If telemetry
or other functions were required at the same time, uplink limits would be 6 to 8 kbps,
much higher than a conventional or TDRSS uplink rate. For an application requiring
greater rates, the CU’s command input module could be replaced by one with a high-rate,
buffered shift register. It is estimated that an 0.25 Mbps uplink could be processed by a
CU optimized for uplink performance.

Telemetry Processing - At each word-time in the telemetry process, the Supervisory Line
controller wakes up the microprocessor. The telemetry subroutine generates the format of
the major and minor frames by accessing one of the format sources listed above. It also
distributes internal words and subcoms. In the MMS application, each Data Request
message requires 16 bits from memory plus 11 bits from the control firmware. The
microcontroller assembles the 27 bits and loads them into a buffer register in the
Supervisory Line transmitter. This transmitter then adds four sync bits and a parity bit.

When an RIU receives the telemetry message, it samples the selected data and transmits
the resulting 8-bit word plus header to the CU over the Reply Line. Receipt of the reply
within a pre-defined time window assures that the CU will insert it into the proper location
in the telemetry bit stream. Otherwise, the CU inserts “all zeroes” into the corresponding
location so that the RIU failure may be flagged. The CU achieves a smooth output rate by
double-buffering the Reply Line and the output. Telemetry output is NRZ-L and
redundant. Additional clocks and a hardline are also available.

Pluggable format storage of 2048 x 8 bits has been implemented (enough for 1024 words
using the MMS/R1U convention). On MMS larger memory requirements will take
advantage of the OBC’s memory. For other applications, CU memory expansion is
possible. Control memory size was optimized because the formats allow simplified
distribution of fixed words and subcoms. With expanded control storage, totally arbitrary
formats could be provided.

The telemetry process may be controlled by the ground or by an OBC. Downlink rate,
format source, dwell mode, etc. are selected via a serial digital command which is output
over the Supervisory Line to a local RIU, which then presents it to a CU port. The local
RIU is an MMS peculiar implementation and is not needed in all applications.

REMOTE INTERFACE UNIT

An RIU responds to three types of Supervisory Messages that may be addressed to it.
These types cause the RIU to output Serial Digital commands, to output Discrete
Commands, or to acquire data. The RIU can also output synchronization pulses and a
continuous clock. The various tasks are handled independently of each other, and can



therefore be executing simultaneously. The identification format for the message types
meets the new NASA Multiplex Serial Data Acquisition and Distribution System
(MSDADS) standard. In fact, other types of remote units could be placed on the MDB
which would decode all eight MSDADS bus message types, and the CU firmware or the
OBC could address them as well as the RIU’s.

The RIU has three major operating modes. In the OFF mode, it can only monitor the
Supervisory Line and respond to a properly addressed discrete command message to
switch itself into Standby I. In Standby I the rest of its discrete command execution
capability is enabled. Receipt of a specific discrete command switches the RIU from
Standby I to Standby II. In Standby II all command and telemetry capabilities are enabled.
In a redundant application, discrete commands could be implemented via one RIU and
telemetry via the mate, allowing a high degree of failure circumvention. The command to
switch into Standby II, while used internally, is also available externally and can be used to
switch a mate OFF.

In all operating modes, the Bus Receiver (Fig. 3) continuously monitors two redundant
Supervisory Lines and automatically selects for further processing the one with the larger
RMS amplitude signal. (Generally, one line will carry CU transmissions while the other is
in standby, carrying only very low-level noise.) The Bus Receiver also produces a 1.024
MHz clock that is phase locked to the Supervisory Line. This clock is used internally by
the RIU so that its operation is synchronized to the CU’s reference oscillator, and it is also
available as an output to the user.

The Control Logic receives messages from the Bus Receiver and performs functions that
are common to all RIU tasks. This includes partially decoding each Supervisory Message
to detect RIU address and the message type. It then forwards the remainder of the message
to the corresponding RIU functional section and checks message parity. If this check
passes, the Control Logic sends an “execute” pulse to the selected section. If the parity
check fails, the Control Logic clears the selected section and the RIU performs no function
in response to the faulty message. In either case, the Control Logic is immediately free to
accept the next incoming message.

In this fashion, any given RID can receive messages at the Supervisory Line repetition
rate, even though execution of a task may take more time than one Supervisory Line
message transmission. Task execution may be considered to occur synchronously with the
Supervisory Line message opportunities (32 times per millisecond). With modification,
tasks could be executed more frequently for special applications, but in general the
maximum execution rates are:



Figure 3 . RIU/EU Architecture. Each function is handled independently,
and all may be executing simultaneously.

1. Control Logic - may be addressed 32 times/millisecond;

2. Serial Digital Command Section - may be addressed 8 times/millisecond (16-bit
command shifted out at 256 kbps);

3. Discrete Command Section - may be addressed approximately once per 8 msec
(Command duration is approximately 7 msec, may be modified to about 16 ms);

4. Data Acquisition Section - may be addressed 16 times/millisecond. Data acquisition
(multiplexer switching, settling, signal conversion, and transmission) requires
1/8 ms, but two samples may be handled in overlapping fashion.



If an instruction is addressed to a “busy” section, the instruction is ignored. Higher system
rates may be achieved by adding duplicate cards to an RIU or by assigning successive
instructions to alternate RIU’s.

Serial Digital Commands - The Serial Digital command card decodes eight SD command
addresses, (modification for additional ones from an RIU is possible). One of eight
selection lines enables the addressed user channel to receive the SD output. The enable is
a 78µsec open-collector switch closure to ground capable of sinking 24 mA.

There are four SD output interfaces, each presenting the command and a shift clock to one
or more users. The command is 16 bits of NRZ-L data, and the clock is a 16-bit, 256 kHz
gated pulse train. Both are differentially driven (32 mA max.). Typical receivers are the
DM7820 and SN55115. Provision is made for driving user loads from redundant RIU
outputs to improve reliability.

Discrete Commands - The discrete command card decodes 64 discrete command
addresses. Adding cards would allow 512 discretes per RIU. Two discretes are dedicated
to internal RIU mode control. One of these may also be used to turn another RIU OFF.

The discrete command interface provides flexibility and failure protection. Any discrete
channel can provide a pulse (28V, 200 mA max) and/or an open collector switch closure to
ground (sinking 200 mA, max), so that both relay and logic loads may be driven. By wiring
to the desired RIU connector pins, the user defines each channel as needed. Duration of
the discrete command is modifiable. For the MMS application it was set at 7 ms. Provision
is made for redundantly connecting pairs of outputs in parallel to increase reliability.

Data Acquisition - A Data Controller retrieves four types of data from up to 512 channels
(fully expanded). Table II indicates the data types and characteristics. Upon receiving a
Data Request message from the RIU’s Control Logic, this controller turns on the
appropriate 64-channel multiplexer card, processes the data sample, and transmits the
resulting 8 bits of data (plus a header/sync bit) to the CU over both redundant Reply Lines
simultaneously. Processing for each of the four data types is described below. Because the
type is selected by control bits in the Data Request message, various types of processing
may be performed independently of channel address.

The processing capabilities include 8-bit analog to digital conversion (0 to 5.1 Vdc).
Accuracy over the range -10EC to +50EC is ± 0.1% F.S., linearity is ±½LSB, and
conversion speed is 2.0 µsec per bit. A sample and hold is not included, but one could be
added for special applications that require a given RIU input to be sampled at a very high
rate. Accuracy is assured by using a truncated 12-bit, successive approximation ADC. The
signal presented to it is the output of a true-instrumentation type differential amplifier, 



Table II.  Telemetry Data Types, Per Multiplexer.

Input Signal
Type

Available
Channels

Input Voltage
Range

Maximum
Source
Impedance

Channel Input
Impedance

Comments

Analog 0-63 0 to + 5.1 Vdc 5K ohms Multiplexer
ON > 1 megohm

Multiplexer
OFF > 10
megohms

Special enable
available on
channels 0-15

Passive
Analog

16-31 0 to + 5.1 Vdc 5K ohms 1 mA ± 0.5%
current source

Bilevel 0-63, in
groups of 8

“1” = +3.5 to + 15 Vdc
“0” =  -1.0 to+ 1.5 Vdc

5K ohms 8 channels sampled
sequentially, 256 kHz

Serial
Digital

0-15 “1” = +2.4 to + 15 Vdc
“0” = -1.0 to + 1.5 Vdc

500 ohms DATA, 8 bits
CLOCK, 256 kHz
ENABLE-one of 16,
available on channels 0-15

which operates on the difference between the sampled signal and its reference return. Each
return line is common to eight signal lines. Other processing capabilities include providing
a 1mA + 0.5% constant current source where needed for measuring resistances less than
5kS; sampling eight bi-level channels as a single data word; and fetching an 8-bit serial
digital word (the RIU provides an enable and a 256kHz shift clock). The SD enables are
47µs switch closures to ground, and may also be used to enable analog inputs and to
control sub-multiplexing or other functions in the user equipment.

Besides data handling, the Data Controller performs timing distribution functions. It
outputs two differentially driven 1 MHz clocks that are phase-locked to the Supervisory
Line, and provides three open-collector synchronization signals, each on four lines. Any
Data Request Message on the Supervisory Line may contain flags causing output of any
one or more of the three sync signals. In the MMS application, these sync outputs are used
to signal major frame sync, minor frame sync, and word rate sync. All three occur in data
requests for the downlink, none are used by the OBC for its own data acquisition. All
RIU’s in the system distribute the sync signals at the same time. This is accomplished by
testing all Data Request Messages for the presence of these flags, regardless of RIU
address.

Data Multiplexer - One of the more significant innovations in the RIU is that all four types
of data are sampled via one type of multiplexer, allowing the user a high degree of
flexibility in assigning channels. Each RIU has one 64-channel multiplexer card. Pairs of
additional cards may be packaged in expander housings which can be stacked on top of the
RIU or located nearby. Up to a total of 512 channels may be provided per RIU. The only
restrictions on channel assignment within a card are shown in the second column of



Table II. Because the type/channel assignments are software defined, they may vary from
one multiplexer card to another at an RIU. Differential sampling is available for active
analogs, in groups of eight.

Each multiplexer card contains ten identical 8-channel hybrid microcircuit multiplexers,
eight for first tier signal multiplexing, one for the second tier, and one for reference returns.
Each multiplexer input is through a J-FET, providing high OFF impedance. The pinch-off
voltage needed to hold these switches open may be supplied by the RIU’s internal power
converter or by another RIU. Protection is provided against shorting an input line to
ground or to voltage (-15Vdc to +35Vdc) for an indefinite length of time. The ON
impedance is 1MS.

The multiplexer has been designed for high frequency response to digital signals, and
approximately 2kHz response for analog signals. Thus either type of data may be input on
any channel. The appendix shows the interface circuits and indicates the special features
available to users on each channel of a given mux card. If a circuit such as an enable or a
constant current source is not needed, the user need not connect to it or even terminate it.

MULTIPLEX DATA BUS (MDB) OPERATION

Physical Characteristics - A fully redundant MDB consists of two Supervisory Lines
(standby redundancy) and two Reply Lines (active redundancy). Line taps are made via
Bus Coupling Units (BCU) which contain transformers and isolation resistors. The BCU
prevents serious mismatch of the MDB at the point of attachment of a long stub, and
protects the MDB from excessive loading due to an RIU or stub short circuit. The BCU
also reduces the effects of common mode noise at the RTU receiver and provides dc
isolation.

Other characteristics are:

Transmission Medium Two or four twisted shielded pair
(redundancy is optional)

Method of Termination Zo at ends of line (72S)
Length of line 100 ft. maximum
Lengthof tap (MDB to BCU) 2 ft. maximum
Length of stub (BCU to RIU) 20 ft. maximum
Number of BCU’s Up to 31
Signal Differential, 1.0 to 15.0 volts
Bit rate/waveform 1.024 MHz/Biphase-L



Format - The Supervisory Line format chosen for the MMS application allows the CU
32,000 opportunities per second to transmit a 32-bit message. Sixteen thousand per second
of these are shared between downlink and computer data requests. Approximately 43
message opportunities per second are assigned for uplinked commands, and 1,000 per
second for computer-generated commands. The remainder of the supervisory line message
opportunities are unused.

The Reply Line is active only for the duration of the 9-bit transmission that occurs in
response to each Supervisory Data Request.

STACC INTERFACE FOR COMPUTER (STINT)

An optional unit, the STINT interfaces a parallel processing on-board computer (OBC)
with several bit-serial processes. The STINT is both a means for the OBC to access the
STACC units for I/O, and a means for the ground to set up, control, and monitor the OBC.
Using the OBC allows, for instance: 1) digital attitude control, 2) on-board data reduction,
3) computer generation of telemetry formats, and 4) ability to execute commands after time
delays or in response to mission events.

In the MMS application, the STINT interfaces with the CU, the local RIU, a power control
unit, the OBC’s two memory buses, a separate RF channel for dumping the memories, and
the OBC’s central processing module (CPM). The memory connections are made on one
face of the unit, while the STACC and CPM connections are on the opposite face. The
STINT is mounted on the CPM to minimize line length and noise problems. The 4k word x
18-bit memory modules on the memory busses are up to several feet away. All the
interfaces are redundant and cross strapped except for the STINT/CPM. A STINT and its
CPM are powered as a single unit, receiving logic power from the same switched source in
the power control unit.

STINT transactions with the memory are generally via a direct memory access channel
(DMA), with the DMA controller being in the CPM. Timing, synchronization, and
handshaking for most transactions are supplied to the STINT by the unit initiating the
transfer. Because the STINT functions are thus independent with no common control,
modification for interfacing other types of computers is simplified. For example,
preliminary studies for interfacing an NSSC-II indicate that the DMA controller could be
placed in the STINT, and the STACC interfaces would remain unchanged.

FUTURE WORK

As seen, the NASA Standard system provides user flexibility. In the future, however, even
more flexibility will be required of spacecraft internal communication systems. Higher data



rates may require that a greater percentage of MDB capability be used. Smart Remote
Units that can store command and telemetry sequences, collect data packets, compress
data, sample multiple sources simultaneously, etc., may be needed. Various types of
remote units on the MDB may need to transmit to each other. High rate attitude control
systems may need to communicate directly to the OBC. Eventually, the equivalent of a
telephone exchange may be implemented, allowing any electronics unit on board to
communicate with any other. Until then, STACC today satisfies its original goal: service a
variety of missions over the next several years without hardware design changes.
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APPENDIX
NASA Standard Telemetry and Command Components

Standard User Interfaces

Notes for the Diagrams - The encircled numbers on the following user interface drawings
refer to the notes given below, which explain the rationale and some of the details related
to the circuits recommended in the drawings. This information is supplied for reference by
potential users of the standard interfaces and is accurate as of this writing.

1. The diode is used to prevent positive voltage from a failed RIU from feeding back to
the user. RIU power and ground distribution provides a switch that allows the entire
string of switch closures to float from user ground. Certain failure possibilities might
cause voltage to appear on the “floated” string of switches. The diode is necessary to
prevent this voltage from feeding back to the user.

2. Suppression diode.

3. These diodes are necessary to prevent the +28V pulse from feeding back on the +28V
bus of the redundant RIU.

4. A relay switch is provided in order to “float” the common switch return when an RIU
is turned OFF. This is done in order that if a transistor switch (open collector gate)
shorts in one RIU (i.e., fails in the closed mode) its return path to ground through the
-0.7V supply will be removed allowing the redundant RIU to switch the given user
circuit and to remove the permanent ground path through the failed RIU.

5. The -0.7V source is provided to compensate for the junction drop of the protective
diode in the switch closure circuit.

6. This diode is recommended to decouple user power supplies. It is not required if the
enabling signal does not branch to another circuit.

7. The DS7820 is the recommended receiver. An alternate choice would be the
SN55115, which draws more power but is available qualified at a higher reliability
level. The user should not connect the termination resistor across the input of the
receiver, since lines will be terminated at the output of the driver and at the end point
of the line to prevent multiple receiver termination from loading down the differential
line.

8. To other user receivers or to redundant user if needed. It is recommended that all
parallel RIU signal drivers be used before doubling up an any one.



9. A logical inverter is recommended here with sufficient drive capability for user
receiver strobe inputs (and or any enable function that may be needed).

10. To additional inverters (tied to Vcc through a resistor) when parallel drive capability is
required (Note: 24 mA max current sinking capability to enable switch closure).

11. User may need to functionally “OR” signals from redundant RIU’s (Ref. 6, p. 50).

12. User must provide pull up resistor to its local voltage source to establish high input
level to logic gate.

13. The diode and resistor pull-up are recommended for the case in which two differential
receivers, which are functionally “OR’d” as shown, receive signals from separate
redundant RIU’s (A&B). This circuit becomes necessary for the failure mode case in
which:

1. the enable gate of RIU “A” provides a permanent enable to the associated
differential receiver due to cable or connector short to ground and

2. RIU “B” is ON and RIU “A” is OFF.

In this case the pull-up resistor provides a higher noise margin on the falsely enabled
receiver inputs, helping to prevent noise from the RIU “A” path from becoming
“OR’d” with the signals coming in from the RIU “B” path.

The diode is recommended to decouple power supplies in order to prevent this resistor
from providing a path through which an unpowered user could get power from its
redundant powered user. This could happen if the differential input lines branch to the
equivalent receiver in a redundant user. (See Ref. 6, p. 50).





Serial Interface.  Command interface shown, The clock and envelope
interfaces are identical to those used for serial data acquisition.

RIU/USER Telemetry Interface.



 


